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common in English villages, show what good use was made
of the opportunity. What a chance to provide good cheap
pictures for the Punjab villager, each picture containing
some hint of the bright homes and smiling villagers we
want to see !
(/) Fuel. Fuel is in most places a very serious problem.
The uncontrolled destruction of all vegetation that can be
used as firewood is causing irreparable damage by erosion,1
while an immense amount of cow-dung and vegetable waste
is being burnt which is urgently required as manure and
without which the fields are steadily losing fertility.
To burn cow-dung is to kill the goose that lays the golden
egg, and fortunately it can now be very largely avoided.
The main uses of cow-dung fuel are for simmering milk for
ghee-making, and for keeping hot ddl2 gowdr* and other
human and cattle foods which take a long time to cook.
All this work can now be done by the ancient and well-
known method known as the ' haybox '.3 Hay, or better
still bhoosa or chopped straw, is a non-conductor of heat
and a boiling pot buried in bhoosa in the morning will
have lost very little heat by the evening. The instructions
for its use are as follows.
Any container will do, whether of iron, wood, clay or a
hole in the ground. Pack this with bhoosa, bring the vessel
to the boil, cover it up carefully—a cloth as well as a lid is
advisable to keep bits of bhoosa from getting in—and bury
it deep in the box, covering it with several inches of bhoosa.
Be sure that no hot cinders are sticking to the bottom of
the pot. The evening milk should be added unboiled to the
morning milk in just the same way as is done when cow-
dung is used. This village thermos will of course keep cold
1 See chap. vii.	3 See pp. 277 (18), 283 (8).
* Pulses.

